THIS WEEK AT THE CENTER FOR ETHICS*

Friday, January 15, 2010

Research Grant Won

- Dr. Chung Hae Hahm, who is on sabbatical here at the Center from her home university of Ewha Women’s University, applied for a major educational grant through the Korean National Research Foundation (NRF). She won a $22,000 grant to continue her studies and to develop a program for coaching education in Korea. The only physical education person to win a grant, the competition is open for all fields including medicine, science, and the humanities. She will return to Korea for a few months to set up the project and then she will return to the University of Idaho to continue the work.

Paper Published

- A position paper written by Dr. Heather Van Mullem and Dr. Sharon Kay Stoll has been published through the National Association of Girls and Women’s Sports in their NAGWS Position Paper Series. Titled, “Why Hazing Is Never Acceptable”, the paper after three reviews was posted at http://www.aahperd.org/nagws/publications/positionpapers.cfm

Lessons out to Strong Foundation

- Ten more lessons were developed for the Mack Strong Foundation program for 3rd to 5th graders in Seattle. As a consultant with Winning With Character, the Center has been helping develop a children’s curriculum based in the values of the Strong Foundation for Native American children. The Mack Strong Foundation and their Team Works Academy is linked to HOPE Worldwide.

References Out

- Dr. Stoll wrote one letter of references for students attempting to enter either doctoral or master degree programs, Andrea Lyons.

IRB Review

- Dr. Stoll did one review for the University of Idaho Institutional Review Board.

Up Coming Events

- Dr. Stoll has been invited by Phi Kappa Phi to attend the national convention in August of 2010, all expenses paid, to represent the University of Idaho Chapter as an outstanding chapter of merit. Dr. Stoll is president of Phi Kappa Phi, Chapter 79.

- Dr. Jennifer M. Beller – affiliate member of the Center and Associate Professor at Washington State University, has been asked to speak at the Fourth Annual Pacific Lutheran University Wang Center for Global Education 2010 International Symposium Understanding the World Through Sports and Recreation Thursday and Friday, March 4 and 5, 2010. Dr. Beller will be speaking on the intersection between performance enhancing drugs in sport and the use of performance enhancing measures by the boomer generation.